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While the ubiquity and rising abundance of microplastic contamination is becoming
increasingly well-known, there is very little empirical data for the scale of their historical
inputs to the environment. For many pollutants, where long-term monitoring is absent,
paleoecological approaches (the use of naturally-accumulating archives to assess
temporal trends) have been widely applied to determine such historical patterns, but to
date this has been undertaken only very rarely for microplastics, despite the enormous
potential to identify the scale and extent of inputs as well as rates of change. In this
paper, we briefly assess the long-term monitoring and paleoecological microplastic
literature before considering the advantages and disadvantages of various natural
archives (including lake and marine sediments, ice cores and peat archives) as a
means to determine historical microplastic records, as well as the range of challenges
facing those attempting to extract microplastics from them. We also outline some of
the major considerations in chemical, physical and biological taphonomic processes
for microplastics as these are critical to the correct interpretation of microplastic
paleoecological records but are currently rarely considered. Finally, we assess the
usefulness of microplastic paleoecological records as a stratigraphic tool, both as a
means to provide potential chronological information, as well as a possible marker for
the proposed Anthropocene Epoch.
Keywords: Anthropocene, anthropogenic particles, chemostratigraphic units, ice cores, peats, sediment cores,
taphonomy

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
-

The concept of paleoecology is explored from a microplastic context
Dated natural archives provide reliable microplastic temporal records
Taphonomic processes influence microplastic transport and accumulation
Microplastic/polymers have utility as stratigraphic markers in sediments
Methodological standardization is required in microplastic paleoecology.

INTRODUCTION
Microplastics are now considered ubiquitous in the environment. They have been recorded in polar
ice (Obbard et al., 2014), within amphipods in the deepest ocean trenches (Jamieson et al., 2017),
and in the atmosphere and sediments of remote mountain lakes (Free et al., 2014; Allen et al.,
2019). They have been recorded in high concentrations in fresh- and ocean surface waters, in a
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are considerable challenges to the interpretation of the records
stored in natural archives and that such comparisons may come
to be viewed as rather simplistic. These challenges are not only
those of using standardized and comparable techniques and
units between studies, although these remain for microplastics,
but also issues around taphonomy, i.e., the processes affecting
how microplastics of varying provenance are transported
to, and buried within, the selected archive location. Future
paleoecological studies involving microplastics will certainly have
to consider these issues. The aims of this paper, therefore, are 4fold: (i) to assess the current status of microplastic paleoecology
and highlight gaps in knowledge; (ii) to consider the advantages
and disadvantages of common natural archives for determining
microplastic records; (iii) to use paleoecological knowledge to
highlight some of the issues and uncertainties that will need to
be considered for future microplastic records to be interpreted
in a more robust way; and (iv) in the light of these issues,
consider how microplastic paleoecological records may be used
chronologically as a stratigraphic marker, e.g., for the proposed
Anthropocene Epoch (Zalasiewicz et al., 2016).

wide range of biota and terrestrial soils and therefore represent
evidence of diverse anthropogenic contamination sources on a
global scale.
Although there is currently no standardized definition,
microplastics are generally understood to be solid, insoluble,
polymeric or co-polymeric materials either created (primary
microplastics) or fragmented (secondary) to a size of below
5 mm. There have been a number of proposals calling for
standardization of terminology but even these have different
classifications. Hartmann et al. (2019) suggested a size-range
of 1–1,000 µm while Frias and Nash (2019) proposed 1 µ m to
5 mm, and the European Chemical Agency, 1 nm−5 mm (ECHA,
European Chemicals Agency, 2019) for intentional (i.e., primary)
microplastics. Within these size-bounds the term encompasses a
wide range of polymers to which a further variety of additives
including plasticizers, flame retardants and stabilizers may have
been added, as well as a broad range of morphologies from
fibers and fragments to beads, films and foams and all imaginable
colors (Rochman et al., 2019). Furthermore, these particles may
adsorb contaminants including persistent organic pollutants and
trace metals and provide a transfer mechanism for attached
microbiota. Such contaminant adsorption may be enhanced
during environmental weathering as surface areas increase
(Teuten et al., 2009). Clearly, microplastics cannot be considered
a single contaminant but rather a “diverse contaminant suite”
(Rochman et al., 2019) and this raises considerable challenges
in their extraction and analysis from within environmental
compartments. However, while many of the properties of
microplastics are wide-ranging, physical and chemical durability
are commonplace. These properties, plus the dramatic increase
in plastic production in recent decades, reaching more than 359
million tons in 2018 (Plastics Europe, 2019) (Figure 1), have
resulted in their global ubiquity and preservation.
The majority of microplastics studies have been undertaken
in the oceans with far fewer in freshwater, terrestrial and
atmospheric systems (Meng et al., 2020). However, although
there is now considerable information on the distribution of
macro- and microplastic abundance in ocean surface waters and
shorelines, and rapidly increasing knowledge on chemical and
morphological classes, there remains very little information on
temporal changes. For example, the rates at which microplastic
inputs to aquatic and terrestrial systems are increasing is very
poorly understood even though this would provide valuable
insights into the potential exposure to biota. The relative novelty
of microplastics as an environmental contaminant has so far
precluded any long-term monitoring of concentrations and even
for macroplastics such data are sparse.
Where such long-term data have been absent, paleoecological
approaches, the use of naturally accumulating archives to
provide historical data of varying resolution and longevity, have
been widely used to assess physical, biological and chemical
change. However, this has only recently started to be applied
to microplastics. As a result, the science of microplastic
paleoecology is in its infancy and studies to date are generally
limited to producing historical profiles from individual sites and
comparing these against broad-scale, plastic production data.
However, the development of paleoecology tells us that there
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LONG-TERM RECORDS OF MACRO- AND
MICROPLASTICS
With the rapid increase in global plastic production and the input
of debris into the oceans it might be expected that increasing
trends in macroplastics would be observed throughout the world,
but data indicate that trends are far more ambiguous. At the
HAUSGARTEN deep-sea observatory (located at 79◦ N 4◦ E;
2,500 m below the ocean surface), litter densities increased from
3,635 to 7,710 km−2 between 2004 and 2011, and especially
since 2007, with plastics remaining the dominant litter-type
throughout (Bergmann and Klages, 2012). However, on shores
around Antarctic islands, abundances in plastic accumulation
between 1990 and 2006 were similar and may even have
declined (Barnes et al., 2009). In Hawaii, debris densities showed
considerable inter-annual variability between 1990 and 2006 but
no directional trend, while in the UK, debris increased steadily
from 1994 (Barnes et al., 2009). In South Africa, trends in the
number of plastic bottles increased between 1984 and 2005 on
beaches with no cleaning programmes but stayed much the same
where those programmes existed. By contrast, numbers of plastic
bottle lids increased in both locations, thought to be due to
their small size, i.e., that they might be overlooked by beachcleaning teams (Ryan et al., 2009). The monitoring of plastic
on the floor of the North Sea has been undertaken since 1992
and also shows considerable variation in spatial litter densities
(for example, between 0 and 1835 km−2 in 2011). Here, no
clear difference was observed between near-shore and off-shore
areas (Maes et al., 2018) and while 63% of all sampling trawls
over the 25 years contained plastic, there was no significant
trend through the monitoring period. However, trends in specific
litter categories such as plastic sheeting (including packaging)
and “fishing-related” debris (including fishing line, cable ties,
straps, and crates) did show statistically significant increases
while plastic bags were the only category to show a negative
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram showing the timescales of radiometric dating techniques for natural archives, including the decay of the natural isotope 210 Pb (half-life
22.23 years; open circles); the 1963 nuclear weapons bomb-testing peaks of 137 Cs (green line) and 241 Am (blue line); and the Chernobyl reactor accident in 1986
(137 Cs). The global production of plastics in millions of tons is also shown (red triangles) (data from Plastics Europe, 2012, 2016, 2019) along with selected moments in
plastic production history (taken from Crawford and Quinn, 2016) and the start of the proposed Anthropocene Epoch in circa. 1950 (horizontal line).

lake and marine sediments, ice cores and peat sequences, are one
of the only ways to assess temporal trends in the environment.

trend, considered to be due to the implementation of a plastic
bag charge in some regions around the North Sea (Maes et al.,
2018).
While shore-line monitoring data appear to show no
consistent temporal trends in macroplastic accumulation after
the 1990s (Barnes and Milner, 2005; Barnes et al., 2009),
the occurrence of plastics associated with wildlife does. For
example, the percentage of kittiwake (Rissa tridactyla) nests
in Denmark containing plastic debris increased from 39 to
57% between 1992 and 2005 (Hartwig et al., 2007), while
the number of seals in California entangled in plastic debris
and the percentage of prions (Pachyptila spp.) reported with
plastics in their stomachs have largely shown steady growth since
these records began (Ryan et al., 2009). More recently, a 60year time-series (1957–2016) of marine plastics in the North
Atlantic based on records of entanglement by trawls of the
Continuous Plankton Recorder has shown a marked increase in
macroplastic abundance especially since the 1990s (Ostle et al.,
2019). Unfortunately, for microplastics, no similar long-term
datasets exist and, in the absence of monitoring, paleoecological
approaches, using the accumulation of natural archives such as
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THE VALUE OF CONTAMINANT
PALEOECOLOGY
The paleoecological approach has been used to observe temporal
trends for a wide-range of contaminants in many areas around
the world including trace metals (Yang et al., 2010), fly-ash
particles (Rose, 2015) and a large number of different organic
chemicals such as organochlorine pesticides (Muir et al., 1995;
Lin et al., 2012), brominated flame retardants (Yang et al., 2016),
and pharmaceuticals (Kerrigan et al., 2018).
Paleoecology uses the properties of undisturbed natural
archives and the law of superposition to observe and record
environmental change over a broad range of historical scales
from annual (Gajewski et al., 1997; Kinder et al., 2019) to
millennial (Meyers and Lallier-Vergès, 1999). For lake systems,
where the majority of this work has been undertaken, benthic
sediments provide a means to determine the changes occurring
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Very few studies have so far undertaken the analysis of
microplastics on directly dated sediment cores. In 2019, Turner
et al. reported on microplastic concentrations from a 210 Pbdated sediment core taken from an urban lake in north London,
UK. Here, an increase in microplastic concentrations (number
kg−1 dry sediment) and accumulation rates (number m−2 yr−1 )
was evident after the late-1950s and these were analyzed by
Raman spectroscopy to reveal that the main polymer-type was
polystyrene, while polyacrylonitrile and polyvinyl chloride fibers
were also prevalent. Then, just a few months later, Brandon
et al. (2019) presented microplastic accumulation rates for
a varved marine sediment core collected from 580 m water
depth in the Santa Barbara Basin, off the coast of California.
Although polymer data through time were not reported, the
microplastic accumulation rates showed an excellent agreement
with trends in global plastic production, and increased rates,
especially from the 1970s onwards, were driven mainly by
microplastic fibers and fragments. Most recently, two further
studies have been produced, both from China. First, Dong
et al. (2020) produced a microplastics profile from Donghu in
Wuhan, Hubei Province. Here, fibers were the only microplastictype found to be present but their increasing concentrations,
through the lake sediment record since 1960, showed a very
good agreement with global synthetic fiber production. Second,
Xue et al. (2020) produced a microplastic concentration profile
from a sediment core taken from the Beibu Gulf in south
China and found that peak concentrations occurred in the 1930s,
although a presence of microplastics was recorded throughout
the core, including basal sediments dated to c.1897. The
presence of microplastics in these early sediments was attributed
to bioturbation by burrowing invertebrates such as “peanut”
worms (Sipunculus nudus) and lugworms (Arenicola marina).
Clearly, such disturbances need to be taken into consideration
when selecting both coring locations as well as appropriate
cores for analysis, otherwise interpretation of temporal trends
is exceptionally difficult or impossible. As these few studies
show, there is enormous untapped potential for exploring
natural archives to provide temporal trends and accumulation
rates of microplastics in a range of environments. These can
provide information on increasing risk to biotic, including
human, health as well as providing their own chronological
information. However, the derivation of robust microplastic data
from these records also presents considerable analytical and
interpretative challenges.

both within the lake and its catchment as well as atmospheric
deposition from local, regional and long-range sources. Lake
sediments include not just records of contaminants and other
stressors, but also the preservation of a broad range of
biological remains from single-celled algae, such as diatoms, to
invertebrates (e.g., chironomid head capsules; mollusc shells),
plant pollen and macro-fossils (seeds, spores) to fish-scales. As
a result, these natural archives contain a record of both stressors
and biological response and so are powerful tools in exploring
environmental change. However, while they can clearly show
directions of change, i.e., increases or decreases in contaminant
concentrations or changes in the abundance of different species,
it is the use of dating techniques to provide robust chronologies
that allows rates of change to be determined. For the microplastic
time period (i.e., since c. 1950) (Figure 1) such chronological
approaches are mainly radiometric (e.g., 210 Pb, 137 Cs, 241 Am)
and these can provide accurate dates to a sub-decadal resolution
or better. Other approaches to sediment dating such as the
counting of annual varves are clearly better than this but are only
rarely present.
Microplastic concentrations have been reported in a number
of environmental archives including lake (Imhof et al., 2013;
Fischer et al., 2016; Vaughan et al., 2017), river (Klein et al.,
2015; Hurley et al., 2018a; Peng et al., 2018), deep-sea and
coastal sediments (Claessens et al., 2011; Van Cauwenberghe
et al., 2013; Nor and Obbard, 2014; Woodall et al., 2014), as
well as soils (Scheurer and Bigalke, 2018) and ice (Obbard et al.,
2014; Peeken et al., 2018) and so there is clearly considerable
potential. However, very few studies have considered using
these records to observe changes in microplastic abundance
and type through time and even fewer have also employed
chronological techniques.
In 2011, Claessens et al. presented microplastic concentrations
in beach sediments from four different depths from GroenendijkBad, Belgium showing an increase from 54.7 ± 8.7 to 156.2 ±
6.3 particles kg−1 dry sediment between 1993–96 and 2005–08.
However, these dates were not derived from direct chronological
measurements but rather from annual local deposition rates
produced from coast-line maps. Similarly, Matsuguma et al.
(2017) reported changing concentrations of microplastics in
sediments from a range of locations in Asia and Africa including
Tokyo Bay, the moat of the Imperial Palace in Tokyo, the Gulf
of Thailand, the Straits of Johor in Malaysia and Durban Bay,
South Africa. For most of these sites, microplastic concentrations
were compared within just two or three sediment depths and,
although they were not dated, the particles were allocated to
a polymer-type by Fourier-Transform Infra-Red spectrometry
(FT-IR) thereby providing information on changing sources at
different, albeit unspecified, times. A more detailed profile (six
undated sediment levels) were analyzed from a canal in Tokyo
Bay. In Lake Ontario, Corcoran et al. (2015) reported increases in
microplastic concentrations in surficial sediments (0–8 cm depth,
no microplastics found below 8 cm). Although these sediment
cores were also not directly dated, comparison with sediment
accumulation rates from cores taken elsewhere indicated that the
first presence of microplastics probably occurred between 1977
and 1997.
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MICROPLASTIC PALEOECOLOGY IN
DIFFERENT NATURAL ARCHIVES
A wide range of natural archives have been used to provide
temporal records of environmental change including freshwater
and marine sediments, ice cores, peat sequences, speleothems,
tree-rings, corals, whale ear wax plugs and faunal (e.g., bird, bat)
middens. More intermittent records have also been compiled
from teeth, antlers and bird eggs as well as from herbaria
and museum specimens. Not all of these archives have been
used for microplastic records and a number would not be
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could be partially or totally homogenized compromising the
true temporal record (Claessens et al., 2011). To avoid
such disturbance, areas of anerobic bottom water or lowoxygen marine basins should be chosen for sample collection.
This minimizes the possibility of bioturbation and increases
the likelihood of collecting undisturbed sediments containing
continuous temporal microplastic records (Brandon et al., 2019).
Finally, while undisturbed deep-sea marine sediment cores
may represent an excellent archive for analyzing long-term
historical trends of microplastic accumulation, the provenance
of microplastics depositing there is difficult to reliably predict as
they may cover a very large source area. Almost all microplastics
ending up in deep-sea sediments will have originated from sites
located on the continental margin (Van Cauwenberghe et al.,
2013) and ocean circulation dynamics will control both their
vertical and horizontal transfer from these coastal regions to
deeper areas where they ultimately sink (Galgani et al., 1995,
1996; Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013; Woodall et al., 2014).
The heterogeneity of microplastic abundances in sediments is a
result of different densities, buoyancies and residence times in
the water which are further affected by factors including wavemixing, fragmentation and biofouling (Galloway et al., 2017;
Erni-Cassola et al., 2019) as well as a wide range of potential
sources (Woodall et al., 2014; Tekman et al., 2020). Consequently,
while marine archives, collected from appropriate locations, may
provide a useful tool for understanding long-term historical
trends in microplastic contamination they are unlikely to be able
to provide information on the precise origin of the microplastic
debris accumulated there (Woodall et al., 2014; Tekman et al.,
2020).

appropriate. Here, we consider only the more commonly used
paleoarchives (Table 1).

Marine Sediments
As concentrations of microplastic contamination in deep-sea
sediments from the Atlantic Ocean, Mediterranean Sea and
Indian Ocean have been found to be up to four orders of
magnitude higher than in surface waters, these profundal areas
(more than 300 million km2 ) are likely to be a global sink for
microplastic debris (Woodall et al., 2014). For example, Tekman
et al. (2020) found that Arctic Ocean sediments contained
microplastic concentrations 16,000 times higher than in the water
column. Less disturbed than shallow waters and less exposed
to storm water discharge, waves, tides, currents, landslides
and dredging (Mulder et al., 2011), deep-sea sediments have
a great potential for reconstructing the deposition histories
of microplastic contamination. Marine sediment records have
shown a close correlation between increasing worldwide plastic
production and microplastic concentrations (Brandon et al.,
2019) while comparisons between different locations may be
applied to transport models in order to extrapolate microplastic
distributions and to predict potential “hot-spots” of plastic
deposition, as has already been successfully undertaken for
surface waters (Law et al., 2010; Pagter et al., 2018).
The distribution and preservation of contaminants in
marine sediment cores is determined by site-specific factors
such as sedimentation rate and bioturbation (Johannessen
and Macdonald, 2012; Outridge and Wang, 2015) and the
mechanisms by which microplastics reach and deposit on the
sea floor are still poorly understood (Gregory, 2009). If floating
microplastic particles become denser due to heavy biofouling
they may sink and be deposited as “marine snow” (Zhao et al.,
2017; Porter et al., 2018). This comprises microaggregates of
phytoplankton, organic matter and clay particles held together
by extracellular polymeric material and sinking rates in marine
systems range from 1 to 368 m d−1 (Alldredge and Silver, 1988).
Therefore, deposition to some deep-sea locations may only occur
several years after the microplastic particles originally entered
the marine environment (Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013). As a
consequence, some deep-sea depositional systems characterized
by very slow sedimentation rates are not likely to offer a
high-resolution stratigraphy over short timescales. Very low
deposition rates might compromise the possibility of estimating
deposition and microplastic concentrations, even in undisturbed
sediments, except on longer timescales. A potential solution to
this issue might be to collect benthic samples from areas where
overlying surface waters are highly productive, facilitating the
sinking of microplastics to the seafloor via biofouling, ingestion,
and formation of fecal pellets and enhancing sedimentation rates
(Brandon et al., 2019).
Another factor affecting distribution of microplastics within
marine sediments is bioturbation. This process of sediment
reworking by living organisms (e.g., by lug-worms, Arenicola
spp., which can live up to 70 cm below the sediment surface)
(Claessens et al., 2011) alters sediment stratigraphies and can
occur during or after deposition (Mulder et al., 2011). As a result,
upper sediment layers potentially containing microplastics,
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Lake Sediments
As with marine environments, lake sediments are likely to be
a final sink for both low-density positively-buoyant and highdensity negatively-buoyant microplastics (Barnes et al., 2009).
Many synthetic polymers with densities less than that of water,
such as polyethylene and polypropylene, will be buoyant as
they enter a lake and will only deposit to benthic habitats once
their density has increased due to biofouling (Andrady, 2011;
Woodall et al., 2014), the “fecal express” (Cole et al., 2013;
Setälä et al., 2014; Zalasiewicz et al., 2016) or via the adsorption
of particulate matter to plastic surfaces (Frias et al., 2016).
Although data are more sparse for freshwaters than for marine
systems, these processes are likely to result in the substantial
accumulation of microplastics in lake sediments (Woodall
et al., 2014; Tekman et al., 2020) and research shows that
microplastic concentrations in freshwaters and their sediments
are comparable to those in marine environments (Corcoran et al.,
2015; Ballent et al., 2016; Klein et al., 2018). Furthermore, as
observed by Dong et al. (2020) and Turner et al. (2019), downcore variations in microplastic abundance and polymer-type can
be observed in lake sediments and may reflect changes in plastic
production and usage, providing a temporal perspective to our
understanding of microplastic inputs to lakes which has, to date,
been underexplored.
Although contaminant deposition in lake sediments is
controlled by factors including lake hydrology and bathymetry,
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TABLE 1 | Strengths and weaknesses of the principal natural archives for microplastic records.
Archive

Strengths

Weaknesses

Lake sediments (also
ponds and reservoirs)

• Spatial distribution: there are an estimated 300+ million lakes
worldwide (Downing et al., 2006)
• Accumulation rate allows sub-decadal to annual resolution for
microplastic records (e.g., laminae and varves)
• Typically low-level bioturbation, especially in anerobic basins
• Generally easy to sample from boats or from ice surfaces
• Well-defined hydrological catchments

• Sediment focusing (movement of sediments down slope to profundal
areas)
• Variable accumulation rates requires independent dating
• Small-scale bioturbation causes smoothing of records
• Potential for anthropogenic disturbance, especially in urban and
lowland lakes

Marine sediments

• Potentially around 70% of the Earth’s surface available for sampling
• Lack of disturbance of deep-water sediments
• Shallow waters can be easy to sample

• Deep-water sediments have very low accumulation rates reducing
resolution of microplastic records
• Deep-water sediments are difficult to obtain
• Shallow coastal waters may be highly dynamic leading to disturbance
• May have significant bioturbation
• “Catchment” for deposited microplastics is very large and
potentially variable

Peats

•
•
•
•
•

No “sediment” focusing issues
Exclusively atmospheric inputs
Good spatial distribution
Generally easy to sample
Accumulation rate allows sub-decadal to annual resolution

• Accumulation rates vary as peat grows and decays
• Poor consolidation of most recent material
• Bioturbation from plant roots may alter microplastic records

Ice cores

•
•
•
•

No focusing problems
High accumulation rates allow sub-annual resolution
No bioturbation
Exclusively atmospheric inputs

• Distribution of sampling sites is spatially limited
• Low microplastic concentrations (remote sites; rapid accumulation
rates)
• Handling/storage/transport of frozen samples from remote locations
needs great care
• Requires ultraclean laboratories
• Loss of recent ice records from ice-cap melting and glacial retreat

microplastic stress has the potential to lower the resilience of
shallow lake food-webs, increasing the probability of abrupt
changes (Kong and Koelmans, 2019) and as a result shallow lakes
are likely to be priority systems when assessing temporal trends
in microplastic contamination.
Shallow waters tend to be better mixed by wind and
water currents resulting in a more homogenous distribution
of microplastics. By contrast, microplastic deposition in deeper
lakes may be affected by lake stratification, resulting in the
generation of a thermocline and waters of differing densities.
Sinking microplastic particles which have densities similar to
that of the epilimnion are likely to remain within this layer
and accumulate at the thermocline (Fischer et al., 2016). As a
result, the presence of a thermocline might play a key role in
microplastic transport and retention within the water column
(Zobkov et al., 2019) while seasonal stratification and mixing
may affect microplastic sedimentation rates and distribution in
sediments. The same may also be true for other aquatic systems
where stratification occurs.
Bioturbation by benthic fauna also influences lake sediment
microplastic stratigraphies. Tubificid worm bioturbation, for
example, is associated with sediment reworking and the
production of burrows (Brinkhurst et al., 1972; McCall and
Fisher, 1980). In lake sediments, biological mixing of sediments
is generally less significant than in marine habitats because
of anoxic bottom waters or less active benthic communities
(Robbins, 1978; Appleby, 2001), and careful site selection can
pre-empt many potential issues. However, human disturbance of

the small size and restricted, well-defined catchments when
compared to oceans are likely to enable a better differentiation
of local and regional hydrological pathways, and regional to
global inputs from atmospheric sources (Fischer et al., 2016).
Hence, catchment-scale microplastic assessments are possible for
freshwater systems which are not possible for ocean sediments
where microplastics from long-range transport from multiple
catchments, sink and are deposited (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012;
Hardesty et al., 2017). As only an estimated 5% of the more
than 350 million tons of plastic waste generated each year are
directly discharged into the oceans (Xiong et al., 2018), lake
sediments are not only generally more accessible for sampling
than their marine equivalents, but are also closer to vast terrestrial
sources. Furthermore, given that overall lacustrine sedimentation
rates are typically an order of magnitude (or more) higher than
in marine systems, where sedimentation rates of 1–10 cm Ka−1
are common, lake sediments are also likely to offer a good
microplastic stratigraphy with high temporal resolution over
relatively short timescales (Scholz, 2001).
As in marine environments, where organic aggregates
influence the fate and sinking of microplastics, biofilm coverings
and combinations of microplastics with organic matter
also increase settling rates and accelerate the transport of
microplastics to freshwater sediments (Möhlenkamp et al., 2018;
Porter et al., 2018). Nutrient enrichment, particularly common in
shallow lakes, can result in high primary productivity, increasing
biofouling processes and accelerating microplastic deposition
and burial (Kaiser et al., 2017). Furthermore, increasing
Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org
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especially where ice stratigraphy is continuous, and reworking
processes at the surface such as wind erosion, re-deposition and
summer melting are limited (Schotterer et al., 2004). Ice core
chronologies may be produced by counting annual ice-layers,
using the seasonal variability of stable isotopes and soluble ions,
and/or the concentration profiles of seasonal species. Lead-210
may also be used for dating the more recent period (e.g., post1900) (Döscher et al., 1996) and all these methods may be
supplemented by the use of independent stratigraphic markers.
These are typically chemical or particulate signals in the ice which
identify major events, such as volcanic eruptions, aeolian dust
deposits or, previously, atmospheric nuclear tests (Barbante et al.,
2004; Gabrielli and Vallelonga, 2015).
Assessing the abundance of microplastics trapped in ice
would not only provide an understanding of accumulation
and dynamics of atmospheric microplastics but also the
potential consequences associated with these contaminants being
released back into the environment due to global warming and
progressive ice melting (Obbard et al., 2014). The preservation
and continuity of ice stratigraphy is critical to the use of
ice cores as paleo-environmental archives (Schotterer et al.,
2004). Increasing climate warming leads to summer melting,
percolation and refreezing which alter depositional sequences
and cause the loss of valuable historical information (Gabrielli
and Vallelonga, 2015). However, even where ice sequences
remain extant, the volume of meltwater available from each layer
may limit their use in generating high resolution microplastics
records and it is likely that to ensure reliable historical
information, ice core records will need to be replicated with
inevitable increases in fieldwork and analytical procedure costs
(Jouzel et al., 1989).

the sediment record is likely a greater issue for many freshwater
records than for marine sites, especially for urban lakes. Here,
even where sampling points are selected far from the shore
there remains a higher potential for disturbance from a range
of anthropogenic impacts, including dredging, construction and
a wide range of catchment activities. These may result in
an altered distribution of contaminants within sediments as
well as compromised accumulation and chronologies (Dong
et al., 2020). Although urban, shallow water systems can be
difficult ones from which to recover undisturbed sediment cores,
when they are obtained, they can provide valuable records
of microplastic pollution as well as a wide range of other
anthropogenic contaminants over the recent historical period
(Turner et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2020).

Ice Cores
Ice cores extracted from Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets
and from high altitude glaciers can provide important historical
records of human activities (Gabrielli and Vallelonga, 2015).
Aerially transported debris and contaminants deposited onto the
surface are retained and accumulate as ice layers form (Lovett
and Kinsman, 1990; Lei and Wania, 2004). Although, to our
knowledge, no published research has yet produced microplastic
temporal trends and accumulation rates in dated ice cores, due to
their high accumulation rates they have the potential to provide
very detailed paleo-environmental information on microplastic
deposition especially for regions where other archives may be
less available (Gabrielli and Vallelonga, 2015). While polar ice
core records might be sufficiently remote from anthropogenic
sources to provide reconstructions of hemispheric and global
atmospheric contamination (McConnell and Edwards, 2008;
McConnell et al., 2014), lower-latitude/high-altitude ice cores
(i.e., alpine cores) are likely to be more indicative of regional
pollution (Eichler et al., 2012; Gabrieli and Barbante, 2014;
Uglietti et al., 2015; Beaudon et al., 2017).
Ice cores have been drilled worldwide since the 1950s in
order to determine the history of atmospheric pollutants such
as lead and mercury as well as other trace metals, organic
compounds, radioactive species and black carbon (Gabrielli and
Vallelonga, 2015; Gabrielli et al., 2020). Indeed, the major changes
occurring in the chemical composition of the atmosphere since
the beginning of the Anthropocene are well-recorded in ice
cores extracted from polar regions and high-altitude glaciers
(Gabrielli and Vallelonga, 2015). As most of these contaminants
have been found everywhere from the Northern Hemisphere to
Antarctica, it is likely that there are no glaciers or ice sheets
where atmospherically-transported anthropogenic contaminants
cannot be detected (Gabrielli and Vallelonga, 2015). Therefore,
as microplastics are now largely considered to be both ubiquitous
and atmospherically transported, ice core studies are also likely to
provide archive information on microplastic fallout over the past
80 years.
The efficiency of snow at scavenging contaminants from the
atmosphere combined with the high rates of snow accumulation
at high-latitudes and altitudes provide the possibility of
recovering long records of microplastics, characterized by a high
temporal resolution (Hong et al., 2009; Gabrielli et al., 2020),
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Peat Sequences
Peatlands represent 3% of the continental area, covering ∼5
million km2 of the Earth’s surface (Gore, 1983). They are
characterized by water at, or near the surface, anoxic conditions
and specific vegetation, the decay of which leads to the formation
and accumulation of the peat as well as to characteristic
acidic conditions (Charman, 2002; Hansson et al., 2015). As
a consequence, peats have low density, a high organic matter
content (Lennartz and Liu, 2019) and a high porosity which
facilitates water and solute movement (Quinton et al., 2009;
Rezanezhad et al., 2016). Peatlands are defined as ombrotrophic
only when their surface layers are supplied with nutrients by
atmospheric sources, such as aerosols, rain, snow, fog and dust
and are completely hydraulically isolated from groundwater
(Damman, 1986; Shotyk, 1996).
Ombrotrophic peats record atmospheric inputs more
directly than other continental archives such as lake sediments
(Hansson et al., 2015) and are therefore important stores of
historical information of both natural changes and human
activities (Martínez-Cortizas and Weiss, 2002). Together with
ice cores, ombrotrophic peat cores are the only archives which
exclusively record atmospheric deposition at high resolution
(De Vleeschouwer et al., 2010), but peats have the additional
advantages of having a wider global distribution, being generally
more accessible and easier to sample (Hansson et al., 2015).
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Standardization of Extraction Methodology

As a result, peats have been widely used to analyze historical
changes in the atmospheric deposition of many trace metals
including Pb, Ni, Cu, Zn, Hg, Co, and Cd, to produce highresolution multi-metal chronologies (Martínez-Cortizas et al.,
1999; Nieminen et al., 2002; Rausch et al., 2005; Allan et al.,
2013). These have been cross-validated with other natural
archives, including lake sediments, ice, and herbaria samples
(Renberg et al., 2001; Hansson et al., 2015). However, as with ice
cores, to our knowledge, no microplastic peat records have yet
been published.
Peat cores are likely to be valuable archives of microplastic
atmospheric fallout. As they tend to have higher accumulation
rates than those of marine and many lake sediments (Gałuszka
et al., 2017), peat cores are likely to provide a highresolution history of microplastic atmospheric contamination
and accumulation in the environment, covering a wide range
of spatial scales from local to global (Martínez-Cortizas and
Weiss, 2002). However, due to local variations in topography
and vegetation, which might affect the retention efficiency of
microplastic deposition, multiple cores at different sites are
likely to be required (Bindler et al., 2004; Allan et al., 2013;
Souter and Watmough, 2016). Furthermore, in order to directly
relate microplastic concentrations in peat cores to atmospheric
deposition, coring locations should be selected to minimize
post-depositional remobilization (Martínez-Cortizas and Weiss,
2002). While major disturbance from human activities, such as
peatland drainage for agricultural practices may be avoided in
this way (Holden et al., 2006) post-depositional remobilization
of microplastics as a result of historical and contemporary
root growth may be more difficult to avoid (Laiho et al.,
2014). Although no records of microplastics in dated peat
cores have yet been published, peatlands are likely to have a
great potential as a sink for microplastic atmospheric fallout as
their high porosity should enhance retention and accumulation
of microplastics deposited to surface layers. Furthermore, as
peatlands are often located in transition zones connecting soils
with aquatic systems (e.g., coastal wetlands), they may also act
as a source of microplastics to adjacent systems (Lennartz and
Liu, 2019). Therefore, assessing microplastic contamination in
peatlands might not only help determine high-resolution spatial
and temporal patterns of deposition, but also lead to a better
understanding of the potential for microplastic exchange between
ecosystem compartments.

Microplastic extraction from solid matrices, such as sediments,
is usually performed by density separation, agitating the sample
in saturated salt solutions (Crawford and Quinn, 2016). The
higher the density of these solutions, the more polymers may
be separated. However, the medium for density separation
varies widely across studies from 1.0 to 1.2 g cm−3 for sodium
chloride (NaCl) up to 2.1 g cm−3 for aqueous solutions of
sodium polytungstate (Käppler et al., 2016; Turner et al.,
2019). Other solutions, including sodium iodide (NaI), zinc
chloride (ZnCl2 ) (Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2015) and zinc
bromide (ZnBr2 ) (Quinn et al., 2017), have intermediate
densities normally ranging between 1.6 and 1.8 gcm−3 . This
wide range of solutions and densities, coupled with differences
in methodologies between laboratories, results in the reporting
of both different total concentrations and polymer assemblages.
This makes comparisons between studies challenging and a move
toward standardization of extraction techniques is required.
A further challenge for the extraction of microplastics from
many lake sediment cores, and certainly for future studies
involving peats, is the removal of organic material and this may
be by chemical or enzymatic means (Li et al., 2018). Many studies
have used hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ) at different strengths (10–
35%), temperatures and time intervals (Nuelle et al., 2014; ErniCassola et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Mai et al., 2018; Prata et al.,
2019) while alternative approaches use acid (Avio et al., 2015;
Dehaut et al., 2016) or alkaline digestions (Dehaut et al., 2016;
Hurley et al., 2018b). While degradation of some polymer types
has been observed following these chemical extractions (Nuelle
et al., 2014; Dehaut et al., 2016), Fenton’s reagent, an oxidant
involving H2 O2 in the presence of a ferrous catalyst (Fe2+ ) at
room temperature, does not appear to affect plastic polymers
(Hurley et al., 2018b). Enzymatic approaches appear to be an
effective technique when applied to small samples (i.e., biological
tissues), but are expensive for large samples with high organic
matter content and potentially require a range of enzymes to
digest different organic compounds (Hurley et al., 2018b).

Microplastic Identification
While many studies, especially earlier ones, have used visual
sorting only, this may lead to a great under- or over-estimation
of microplastic contamination and the use of spectroscopic
approaches such as infra-red (IR) or Raman analysis greatly
increases reliability (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012; Eriksen et al.,
2013; Mendoza and Balcer, 2019). However, a major challenge
for microplastic paleoecology when using spectroscopic methods
is that reference databases (Zarfl, 2019) typically only include
“virgin” plastics and these do not easily match those from
environmentally exposed, degraded and aged materials. Spectra
from polymers at different stages of degradation, or containing
additives which are not recognized by commercial plastic
libraries, need to be included in reference databases for
environmental analyses (Ribeiro-Claro et al., 2017; Silva et al.,
2018; Zarfl, 2019). Primpke et al. (2020) have begun this
by developing free semi-automated software that allows the
matching of FT-IR spectra with a library collected from
degraded microplastics.

ANALYTICAL CHALLENGES FOR
MICROPLASTIC PALEOECOLOGY
While there is still no fully agreed definition for microplastics, a
further concern is the difficulty in making comparisons between
studies due to the lack of standardization in analytical techniques.
Full comparability will only be possible when units of abundance,
methodologies for extraction and identification are standardized
and harmonized. While such problems have been reported
elsewhere, these issues will also be key to comparisons between
paleoecological studies. Therefore, although a detailed analysis is
beyond the scope of this current paper, we briefly highlight the
main issues here.
Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org
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Validation

rates dilute inputs. For example, a combination of these factors
might be expected to occur for ice cores in polar regions. For
paleoecological studies, the potential contamination of older
samples is especially important not only because microplastic
concentrations are at their lowest, but also because a first
presence may be used to provide stratigraphic information
(see below).
To prevent contamination from plastic core tubes, the outer
1 cm of each sediment layer can be removed during extrusion
(Matsuguma et al., 2017). The use of aluminum tubes may avoid
this core-trimming, although their lack of transparency can be
problematic with regard to assessing the quality and quantity
of the retained material. Similarly, the outer layers of ice cores,
which could be contaminated during drilling, may be removed
mechanically in order to obtain a “clean inner core” (Candelone
et al., 1994).
In the field, all available measures must be taken to minimize
contamination, for example by sampling upwind of other
activities, the use of nitrile gloves while handling cores, the
avoidance of plastic equipment as much as possible and the use
of exposed filters during coring activities to determine airborne
contamination during sample collection (Kanhai et al., 2020).
As contamination can also occur during sample processing, it is
extremely important to avoid the use of plastic tools whenever
possible during subsampling. For example, aluminum extrusion
heads may be used together with metal implements to slice
the core into layers. For ice cores, all analytical procedures
must take place in ultraclean laboratories, where work areas and
equipment must be washed with filtered Milli-Q water between
the processing of different core subsections (Barbante et al., 2004;
Kanhai et al., 2020). Methodological blanks should be included
regularly to detect potential contamination during the processing
of sediment or melted ice samples, and clean filters left on work
areas to check airborne contamination (Kanhai et al., 2020).
Cotton, instead of synthetic, laboratory coats should be worn
during sample processing, but attention should also be paid
to potential self-contamination from synthetic clothes during
sample collection. Scopetani et al. (2020) found that 23% of
fibers detected in environmental samples produced FT-IR spectra
matching the cotton worn by personnel during sampling. Higher
numbers of fibers were found in samples where collection was
associated with higher physical effort and movement, and longer
exposure to air. To help eliminate these contaminants from
further consideration, it may be useful to create a library of FTIR spectra for fibers collected from laboratory coats and clothing
worn during fieldwork, as well as fragments of any plastic
tools used during field and laboratory activities. Comparison of
the spectra obtained from plastic particles in samples against
those in the spectra library could then help identify whether
contamination has occurred.

Validation of microplastic extraction methods is a fundamental
step that is currently often neglected (Zhao et al., 2018).
Recovery tests involving spiked microplastics in environmental
samples, preferably including different colors, sizes, composition
and densities, should be included with extractions in order
to estimate recovery efficiencies and confidence intervals for
the methodology employed. Furthermore, as spectroscopic
techniques are time consuming, it is common practice to
analyze either a proportion (10–20%) of the total particles
visually identified as potential microplastics (Mendoza and
Balcer, 2019) or a fractional area (25%) of a final filter
when visual sorting has not been performed (Mintenig et al.,
2017; Redondo-Hasselerharm et al., 2018). However, as total
numbers of identified plastic polymers vary considerably between
studies, the proportions of particle numbers or filter areas
analyzed should be reported in order to aid comparison while
a sufficiently high proportion needs to be analyzed to provide
statistical significance.

Units of Measurement
Studies on microplastic contamination use a wide range of
different units for microplastic quantification and show very
heterogeneous concentrations, which may differ by several orders
of magnitude (Klein et al., 2018). Some units may over-represent
sample size, leading to an exponential increase in values when
upscaling calculated microplastic densities to larger volumes
or areas (Mendoza and Balcer, 2019). For paleoecological
studies, this may be less of an issue but standardization is
still required. For natural archives such as sediments and
peats the numbers of particles per unit dry weight (dw),
expressed either in g or kg is proposed (Ng and Obbard,
2006). Furthermore, the use of reliably dated archives allows
the calculation of microplastic accumulation rates or “fluxes,”
as well as concentrations, and the two should both be reported
together whenever possible. The use of fluxes takes into account
variation in archive accumulation rates within a sequence that
may increase or decrease concentrations and, for microplastics,
should be reported in units of numbers of particles per area and
time e.g., n m−2 yr−1 (e.g., Brandon et al., 2019; Turner et al.,
2019). This results in more comparable data, both in input rates
through time within a single archive, but also between sites.
For ice cores, microplastic concentrations could be reported
as number of particles/L of filtered, melted ice as often
used for smaller volume water samples (Mendoza and Balcer,
2019). Additional information on concentrations of size-classes
and polymer-types should be given where possible (Koelmans
et al., 2019; Mendoza and Balcer, 2019). These are important
as differing approaches to methodology and identification
affect lower-size detection limits as well as the polymer
assemblage extracted.

Contamination

THE TAPHONOMY OF MICROPLASTICS

The control of contamination is fundamental to the accurate
analysis of microplastics in environmental samples particularly
where concentrations are expected to be very low, either due
to isolation from emission sources or where rapid accumulation
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Microplastics have now joined the ranks of the numerous
stratigraphic indicators of human activity stored in natural
archives. Like other anthropogenic paleoecological signatures,
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reworked, often leading to a bias in more resistant, transportable
or locally dominant forms in sediment sequences e.g., Pinus
pollen grains (Wiltshire, 2006). Paleolithic stone tools provide
a good example of durable man-made materials that can upset
the normal rules of stratigraphic succession. Lithic remains create
more complex scenarios due to their durability and survive being
eroded and transported from primary to secondary contexts
(Barham et al., 2015; Archer et al., 2020). Similarly, although
information can be obtained from analysis of durable stone
tools and their contexts, what we know about prehistoric human
life is greatly enhanced when exceptional preservation allows
remains such as wood and other organic remains to survive, e.g.,
Neanderthal string (Knight et al., 2019; Hardy et al., 2020). For
stone tools and microplastics alike, the same consequences of
distance from source, durability, reworking and movement from
primary to secondary contexts apply to correctly interpreting
their depositional assemblage.
Although we have a well-documented history of plastic
invention and usage, it will be many decades before early-mid
twentieth century plastics can be ruled out from occurring
in contemporary basins due to reworking of “natural”
(soils, floodplain sediments) or anthropogenic archives,
e.g., eroding coastal landfills (Brand et al., 2018). This lag
not only provides the potential for older microplastics
to recur, but also blurs the first occurrence in sequences
due to the rapidity of polymer inventions. This is further
exacerbated by the time taken to generate microplastics
from macroplastic debris ether in situ or en route. This is
discussed more fully below. Hence, in poorly dated, slowly
accumulating stratigraphic sequences downstream of urban
areas, a potential technological chronostratigraphy of plastics
may well be lost.

their final occurrence in depositional settings are a result
of a myriad of human and natural processes, related to
their production, utility, composition and transport to burial.
However, unlike more classical paleoecological indicators that
are used to interpret human activity (e.g., pollen, diatoms,
invertebrate micro-remains, charcoal) our understanding of
how ecological and environmental processes influence the
final record of microplastics in natural archives is still to be
determined. Though the potential historical occurrence and
environmental abundance of plastics has been assessed by
collation of development, production and usage data (Zalasiewicz
et al., 2016) the release of plastic waste into the environment has
not been systematically monitored. If we are to expand the use of
sedimentary microplastics as a reliable archive of plastic use and
waste emission, as well as apportion sources, we need to consider
environmental transport and depositional factors that determine
or skew the accumulating record.
The study of plant, animal and human paleoecology deals with
the issues of representation, bias and differential preservation
through the study of taphonomy. With a few exceptions,
the majority of fossil assemblages are understood to have
been intensely modified by taphonomic processes (Benton and
Harper, 1997). Taphonomic processes affecting microplastics are
therefore in conflict with the uniformitarian assumption that
a microplastic record in an environmental archive faithfully
represents its historical record of production and disposal.
Without a greater understanding of taphonomic processes,
microplastic sequences extracted from sediments, peats and ice
cores will provide a distorted, even biased, historical narrative
of the changing abundance and composition of plastic waste
in the environment. Conversely, along with other fossils, the
presence of microplastics and their taphonomic data add
to our understanding of sedimentary processes operating in
depositional environments.
The principal taphonomic considerations for microplastics
is the interplay of (i) their high resistance to environmental
influences, leading to extremely low degradation and long
residence times (Klein et al., 2018) and (ii) the compositional and
structural mixture of polymers released into the environment.
A difference in the age of the sediment sample and the age
of “death” (or release of fossil material to be preserved) is
usually to be expected. For benthic or planktonic lifeforms and
atmospherically transported materials, this time difference may
be relatively small following transport through the atmosphere
and /or water-column. With greater distances, or time taken to
reach a depositional setting, materials have a greater potential
for temporary storage and being re-worked en route, resulting
in their eventual burial with sediments inconsistent with the
age of that “fossil.” Producing a robust interpretation of past
environments from a fossil record is therefore complex. Even for
a traditional paleoecological discipline such as pollen analysis,
that has been used globally and intensively for many decades, it is
only comparatively recently that vegetation reconstruction from
fossil records has become more quantifiable and objective (Davis,
2000).
Working in parallel to processes of death/release and
time/distance to burial is the resistance of fossils to degradation.
Less resistant forms will not survive being transported, stored and
Frontiers in Environmental Science | www.frontiersin.org

Taphonomic Processes Affecting
Microplastic Particles
Although self-selective due to the density and form of
particles capable of becoming airborne, the atmosphere allows
minimal delay between the production, usage and transport
of microplastics to their deposition in archives. Microplastic
fibers and dust-sized particles may be transported over at
least regional, and possibly global, scales (Dris et al., 2016;
Bergmann et al., 2019) while larger micro- and macroplastics
may be dragged, saltated or become airborne only if wind and
landscape conditions allow (Zylstra, 2013; Dris et al., 2016;
Šilc et al., 2018; Rezaei et al., 2019). With less catchment
influence, remote, atmospherically-dominated sites have long
provided essential global and regional paleoecological data
(Birks, 2019), however, for microplastics even here more
proximal contamination has been found to be significant (Free
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2017). Quantifying
long-range atmospherically-transported vs. local hydrological
plastic inputs is a challenge but detailed statistical analysis
of morphometry and composition may have the potential to
differentiate between sources at remote sites or those isolated
from wastewater inputs.
Microplastics moving toward depositional archives via rivers,
glaciers and air currents are an agglomeration from multiple
spatial and temporal sources, mirroring natural sedimentary
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particles. Like sediments, microplastics enter from both point
and diffuse sources, or are created by the breakdown of larger
plastic particles also being transported, and therefore occur
as bedload, in suspension and at the near-surface (buoyant)
depending on their density and shape (Morritt et al., 2014;
Horton et al., 2017; Kooi et al., 2018). Microplastic particles
within bedload have a higher potential for temporary in-channel
sediment storage when flow velocities decrease, whereas buoyant
particles during high-flow events have a greater potential of
being transported into low-flow, vegetated areas (Yao et al.,
2019). Buoyant, lower density plastics are also affected by windwave conditions; sometimes oblique to bedload flow paths,
e.g., in estuaries (Browne et al., 2010) and therefore may be
circulated for longer, while other materials sink (Lebreton et al.,
2019). Microplastics are also added during flow by repeated
chemical and structural degradation of macroplastics during
transport, e.g., UV and physical degradation of river plastics
trapped by obstructions (Williams and Simmons, 1996), although
quantification of this process contributing to the total pool
of microplastic remains limited (Castro-Jiménez et al., 2019).
During flow downstream, microplastics move between bedload
and suspension (Hurley et al., 2018a) depending on flow rates
and, when conditions allow, may be temporarily stored (Tibbetts
et al., 2018).
Even within depositional settings microplastic assemblages
continue to be spatially and temporally complex, due to the
interaction of physical, chemical and biological factors affecting
their burial. The route to burial is not straightforward for
any particulate entering a depositional environment; they are
rarely homogenous sinks, with internal flows connecting areas
of higher and lower rates of deposition. The controlling factors
of density and durability that control the distribution of plastics
in environmental flows continue, but upon entering lentic, low
energy settings, physical degradation is reduced, and chemical
and biological processes can take precedence.
The boundaries between high and low energy conditions
do not often occur abruptly, and are usually connected by
transitional environments, such as floodplains, deep water
channels (Kane et al., 2020), estuaries, shorelines and coasts.
Both micro- and macroplastics in these settings continue to
be re-worked, temporarily stored and released, contributing to
the overall amount of microplastics in the environment. The
common occurrence of considerably aged plastics in coastal
systems; “Plastic bottle washes up looking ’almost new’ after
nearly 50 years at sea” (Lyons, 2018); “Crisp packet from the
60s found washed up on beach” (Byrne, 2019) and “Plastic
bag found in Sunshine Coast waterway could be up to 40
years old and it’s just the tip of the iceberg” (Mapstone,
2019); highlight the ability of plastics to remain in these
transitional environments for considerable periods of time (years
to multiple decades). Plastics identified by production dates
as many years/decades old in scientific surveys of buried,
surface and buoyant plastics (Hoffmann and Reicherter, 2014;
Sander, 2016; Lebreton et al., 2018) support the idea of a
long-term build-up of anachronistic microplastics now found
in depositional settings. Modeling of transport and removal
of buoyant plastic from the surface ocean predicts that most
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of the plastic mass that has entered the marine environment
since the 1950s has not disappeared by degradation, but is
stranded or settled on its way to offshore waters, possibly slowly
circulating between coastal environments with repeated episodes
of beaching, fouling, defouling and resurfacing (Lebreton et al.,
2019). This “accumulation and slow release” loop will likely have
occurred at different scales, since the mid-twentieth century at
the margins of depositional basins globally. The implication of
this is that without independent dating of individual particles,
a paleoecological assemblage of microplastics in a sediment
sequence is best considered as time cumulative. Aside from
the stratigraphic “first occurrence” of invented plastics (see
below), microplastic types and volumes occurring in stratigraphic
intervals should be considered anachronistic. It is now perhaps
too simplistic to continue comparing global production of plastic
data (Plastics Europe, 2016; Geyer et al., 2017) against the
abundance of fragments found in monitoring and sediment
studies (Thompson et al., 2004; Claessens et al., 2011; Willis et al.,
2017; Brandon et al., 2019) without considering that microplastic
totals within defined time slices also contain historical releases.
Physical models using microplastic size, composition
and density have made significant improvements to our
understanding of microplastics in the environment; revealing
non-steady state transport and long-term cycling between storage
and release and mechanisms to explain the preponderance of
types of plastic waste in certain locations. The highly efficient,
spatially restricted sorting of macroplastic waste by size and
composition is evident at channel margins, strandlines and
beaches globally. Subtle changes in shape (e.g., handedness
of sneakers as flotsam), may direct their orientation to
wind/currents and their shoreline accumulation (Ebbesmeyer
and Scigliano, 2009). There is a paucity of data describing how
subtle differences in form (e.g., spherical vs. film) and polymer
composition affect the spatial variability of microplastics found
in depositional settings, but sorting by wind and water currents
clearly occurs (Corcoran et al., 2015; Fischer et al., 2016; Su et al.,
2016; Vaughan et al., 2017; Yao et al., 2019) as well as entrainment
with sediment matrices of similar density and size (Pietrelli et al.,
2017; Haave et al., 2019).

Biological Taphonomy
The interaction of plastic waste with organisms in the
environment has long been recognized, with studies of plastic
ingestion and entanglement of seabirds and cetaceans, elevating
global plastic waste to the forefront of conservation concerns.
Understanding the impact of plastics on organisms has therefore
been a driving cause for microplastic research, due to detrimental
effects of ingestion and potential ontogenic accumulation of
plastic-associated chemicals. Due to their durability, microplastic
particles have a high potential for circulating through trophic
levels. However, how much of an effect biological processes
have on the final stratigraphic record of microplastics is little
understood, but from studies of the interaction of organisms
and plastics in the environment, we can identify likely
taphonomic factors.
As soon as plastic waste is emitted, biological activity is
intrinsic to its alteration and accumulation. In low energy
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at the sediment water-interface (Sanchez et al., 2014; Baldwin
et al., 2020). Increased longevity (multiple years to decades)
and trophic position of wildfowl increases their potential to
incorporate microplastics from multiple sources and vectoring to
the sediment via feces (Reynolds and Ryan, 2018).
Finally, as observed for other contaminants including a range
of trace metals (Brimble et al., 2009), biovector transport may be
an additional transport mechanism by which microplastics are
transferred between environments. Microplastics accumulated
by anadramous fish such as salmon, feeding in the oceans over
periods of years, may be transferred to terrestrial headwaters as
the fish return to spawn and then die. Similarly, seabirds feeding
at sea, will accumulate microplastics themselves or transfer them
to chicks, in which they are accumulated or released via feces
to the coastal terrestrial environment. Furthermore, seabirds
transfer macroplastic to terrestrial environments by collecting
marine plastic debris and using it as nesting material and the
same has been observed in freshwaters (e.g., Vaughan et al.,
2017). A Northern gannet (Morus bassanus) colony of 40,000
birds on Grassholm, in Wales, UK, included a mean of 470 g of
plastic debris in each nest resulting in an estimated colony total
of more than 18 tons (Votier et al., 2011). Although biological
activity is ubiquitous in depositional settings (Figure 2) and the
interaction with plastics and microplastics is easily conceived, our
lack of basic knowledge regarding biological processes and their
interaction with chemical and physical factors on microplastic
deposition, currently limits our understanding of organism bias
on the paleoecology of plastics.

environments, biological processes can become central,
determining capture, sinking, burial and re-working (see
sections above on aquatic archives) (Figure 2). Plastic surfaces
are quickly (hours to days) colonized in aquatic environments
by a diverse microbial community dependent on location,
season and substrate (i.e., type of plastic) (Amaral-Zettler
et al., 2020). Biofilm formation and algal colonization change
surface chemistry characteristics, influencing UV and chemical
degradation, while biofilm-induced particle clumping leads
to enhanced sinking rates (Michels et al., 2018). The sorting
effects of preferential biofilm development on some plastics are
conveyed to higher trophic levels by consumption of biofilms
and microplastics by invertebrates, e.g., rasping and grazing
by gastropods (Weinstein et al., 2016; Vosshage et al., 2018).
Physical and chemical predilection of biofilm formation on some
plastics compared with those durable to microbial degradation
drives a sorting gradient to separate polymers (Amaral-Zettler
et al., 2020); sustaining continued transport and distribution in
some while enhancing clustering and sinking in others.
Primary production in the form of vegetation growth is
effective at capturing plastics at the periphery of depositional
basins. Films and fibers may be tangled in stems and branches
intercepting flow (i.e., the “Christmas tree effect”; Williams and
Simmons, 1996) and sorting plastics across the range of capture
and energy conditions found in freshwater and coastal wetlands
(Ivar do Sul et al., 2014; Li et al., 2019; Yao et al., 2019; Helcoski
et al., 2020). Variability in growth rate, stand-density, water-level
changes from flooding or tidal regime affect microplastic capture
and hence abundance, leading to spatial and temporal variability
of microplastics accumulated over time, irrespective or additional
to emission inputs.
Microplastic accumulation by primary trophic levels is
followed by secondary consumption by invertebrates in the
water column (plankton) as well as by detritivores and filterfeeders in benthic habitats. Due to the basin-scale volumes of
water and suspended material able to be processed over time by
plankton and benthic invertebrates, any selection of microplastics
due to feeding strategy, will have a taphonomic effect on what
reaches the sediment surface by sinking or benthic incorporation
of fecal matter. How much of an effect particular feeding
strategies or abundance of filter feeders have had on historical
microplastic accumulation is poorly understood and ingestion
studies have typically used concentrations far higher than realistic
environmental levels (e.g., Katija et al., 2017; Scherer et al., 2017).
Measurements of microplastic concentrations in zooplankton
indicate that concentrations of ingested plastic is a positive
function of available plastic and inversely related to particle size
(Desforges et al., 2015) but more experimental work (Aljaibachi
et al., 2020; Redondo-Hasselerharm et al., 2020), comparative
monitoring, and sediment studies from areas with contrasting
zooplankton and benthic ecosystems are clearly required (Su
et al., 2016; Naidu et al., 2018).
Feeding strategies, trophic level and existing environmental
concentrations continue to determine microplastic ingestion
in higher organisms. Selective feeding, based on size and
color (Martí et al., 2020), by planktonic fish will have a
measurable effect as will non-selective feeding e.g., benthic fish
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MICROPLASTICS AS STRATIGRAPHIC
MARKERS
Given the issues surrounding anachronistic microplastics in the
environment as a result of differing taphonomies, as well as
the various strengths and weaknesses of natural archives from
which they might be extracted, there is a need to consider
the role of microplastics as stratigraphic markers. In particular,
it has been suggested that they may play a role in defining
the start of the proposed Anthropocene Epoch, even though
chronologically constrained historical records of microplastics
are currently remarkably sparse.
The current internationally agreed method for defining
chronostratigraphic boundaries is via selection of a Global
Boundary Stratotype Section and Point (GSSP) as a physical
reference level for a geological time boundary. The process of
deciding on a lower boundary of the Anthropocene is complex
and requires an initial selection of a primary marker and, ideally,
auxiliary markers that support a global correlation (Waters
et al., 2018). Different from any geological unit previously
determined, the Anthropocene hinges more on effects than on
cause (Zalasiewicz et al., 2019). This is particularly relevant
for microplastics since these materials may be considered not
only as environmental pollutants, but also as contributors to
the character of recent (post mid-twentieth century) strata (i.e.,
plastic-rich sediments) (Zalasiewicz et al., 2016). Furthermore,
in contrast to some other organic and inorganic pollutants that
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FIGURE 2 | Indirect transport of microplastics to a simple aquatic basin and sediment sequence. Plastic waste is transported to and broken down by interacting
physical, chemical, and biological processes.

are also considered as potential markers of the Anthropocene
(i.e., PAHs, metals), microplastics (or their constituent plastic
polymers) have the advantage of being exclusively anthropogenic
in nature, which means there are no naturally occurring
background levels in the environment.
When compared to macroplastics, microplastics have a greater
potential to spread and be distributed over wider areas, which
makes them potentially globally correlatable within sedimentary
layers. Therefore, they have a greater potential to become
auxiliary markers for the Anthropocene boundary. However,
microplastics have yet to be identified within some natural
archives and, as described above, this may not be straightforward.
In general, independent of the environmental matrix (water,
sediment, biota), identifying microplastic in the small size ranges
(particularly <100 µm) that will be transported over longer
distances, is particularly challenging and requires care to extract
particles and avoid external contamination (Turner et al., 2019;
Enders et al., 2020). In addition, the characteristics of the archives
themselves will add a layer of complexity and challenge to their
stratigraphic interpretation.
In the Anthropocene context, archives need to be varved, or
accurately dated and undisturbed, to allow reliable correlations
between microplastic (or polymer) concentrations or fluxes and
create a reliable microplastic deposition profile. Specific polymers
(or occasionally entire plastic objects; Zalasiewicz et al., 2016)
are potentially correlatable since they were invented, produced
and discarded at different times. For example, when considering
the most prevalent polymers (i.e., PE, PP, PVC, PET, and PS;
Geyer et al., 2017) there are sometimes decadal gaps between
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their first creation and their subsequent production at large scales
(Andrady and Neal, 2009), when they may be expected to be
found in deep marine sediment layers for the first time. On
the other hand, relatively modern polymer types are expected
to be found only in more recent sediment layers, which will
accumulate all polymer types currently in use (Figure 3) as well
as older microplastics delayed en route to the same depositional
environment. Therefore, while the increasing abundance of
microplastic particles in natural archives over the last <70
years may indicate Anthropocene-related strata (see Abundance
zone 2 in Figure 3), it is the first presence of polymer-types in
stratigraphic layers (see Abundance zone 1 in Figure 3) which
may potentially provide a physical reference marker for the onset
of the Anthropocene Epoch.
Microplastics in the environment occur with a wide range of
shapes (Frias and Nash, 2019). Microbeads, originating mainly
from cosmetic and personal products such as exfoliants and
toothpastes, are expected to occur in differing abundances and
accumulate in sediments at significantly different times in the
developed northern hemisphere when compared to the less
developed and less populated southern hemisphere. Therefore,
microbeads may be irregularly distributed, which makes this
specific particle-type less suitable as a globally synchronous
stratigraphic marker. By contrast, fibers appear to be ubiquitous
over a range of habitats (Dris et al., 2016; Bergmann et al.,
2019) and are also expected to occur in sediments in a more
synchronous way on a global scale, independent of sources. Fibers
are incredibly mobile, often being the only microplastic particle
identified in lake sediments and especially where atmospheric
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FIGURE 3 | Microplastic potential abundance zones and their utility for defining the Anthropocene. Abundant zones are based on the relative percentages of individual
polymer species (herein represented by production rates of PE, PP, PVC, PE, and PS) and can potentially be used to characterize the Anthropocene strata. Original
figures and complete discussion on the biostratigraphy of the Anthropocene are published in Barnosky (2014).

criterion in the selection of an appropriate stratigraphic marker
for the Anthropocene.
Microplastic polymer types or “species” such as PE or PP
in natural archives, may be able to fulfill a role similar to
that played by fossils in specific biostratigraphic units. Within
these units, fossils help to establish the relative age of specific
strata at different locations (Barnosky, 2014). As stratigraphic
markers, microplastics or polymers could be used as, not bio-, but
chemostratigraphic units and therefore as a means to correlate
between strata, be this indicative of the Anthropocene or other
time periods (Ivar do Sul and Labrenz, 2020). The long polymeric
chain N-acetylglucosamine, a derivative of glucose considered to
be a component of chitin, is known to be preserved in graptolite
fossils for 500 million years. However, while plastic polymers
are clearly long-lived on human time-scales, knowledge of their
potential fossilization and final preservation remains lacking.
While natural examples suggest that such chemical preservation
may seem likely, it is less clear whether microplastic particles
themselves could be preserved as permanent casts and molds in
lithified rocks (Leinfelder and Ivar do Sul, 2019) over such vast
time-scales as occurs for biological micro-fossils.

deposition is the main route of microplastic accumulation.
Hence, abundances of microplastic forms, rather than total
concentrations may have greater stratigraphic utility.

The Preservation of the Microplastic
Record
Microplastics comprise hundreds of different polymer-types
(Andrady, 2011) but they all have long polymeric chains
that are composed mostly of carbon (e.g., polypropylene
(PP) and polyethylene (PE) are >90% carbon-based) (Rillig,
2018). These high-molecular-weight organic chains resemble
the long polymeric chains in persistent organic fossils such
as wood, spores, pollen and graptolites (Zalasiewicz et al.,
2016). Therefore, even if microplastic particles themselves do
not endure, these polymers are expected to be preserved in
sediments as trace technofossils. Although many studies imply
that plastic longevity in the environment is at the scale of
“centuries to millennia” under specific environmental conditions
(Gregory and Andrady, 2003), these are often based on shortterm laboratory experiments and should be interpreted with
caution. What is clearer is that solar ultraviolet (UV) light is by
far the main driver of plastic fragmentation, while the absence
of UV light combined with low temperatures and a lack of
oxygen may facilitate microplastic preservation in the deposited
sediments. Deep ocean sediments may therefore offer the best
conditions for long-term preservation and this is another key
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Rapidly increasing knowledge on the distribution of
microplastics across a broad range of environments suggests
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that, to all practical extents, they are likely to be ubiquitous.
In particular, microplastic fibers are easily transported through
the atmosphere and as a result, it may be expected that a
range of natural archives from lake and marine sediments to
ice and peat cores would contain historical records of their
deposition. Therefore, although no microplastic records have
yet been published for peats and ice cores, it seems probable
that microplastic fibers will offer the best opportunity as a global
stratigraphic marker.
As with other environmental contaminants, the
paleoecological records of microplastics will be invaluable
in determining the scale and extent of contamination at a range
of geographical and temporal scales. They will allow directions
of change (increasing or decreasing inputs) to be assessed as well
as the rates at which that change is occurring. However, while
there is considerable potential, data remain sparse and much
remains to be done to explore these records and their possible
role as stratigraphic markers.
What is clear is that the science of microplastic paleoecology
is currently still in its infancy. Microplastics were not
mentioned within the “50 priority research questions in
paleoecology” produced only a few years ago (Seddon et al.,
2014) and while such data are now being generated, little
attention is currently being paid to the complexities of their
interpretation. In particular the taphonomy of microplastics,
i.e., the processes affecting their transport to, and deposition
within, natural archives needs to be understood. This will

allow a better understanding of microplastic records and
their use, while conversely allowing microplastic records
to contribute to our knowledge of depositional processes.
Paleoecology has a rich history of interpreting temporal data
and many lessons for the interpretation of microplastics
in natural archives may well be learned from these more
established techniques.
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